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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed tremendous academic efforts and industry growth in Inter-

net of Things (IoT). Security issues of IoT have become increasingly prominent. Pub-

lic Key Infrastructure (PKI) can provide authentication service to IoT devices which

is a crucial element to the security of IoT. However, the conventional PKIs are orga-

nized as a tree-like centralized structure which has demonstrated serious usability and

security shortcomings such as the single point of failure. Blockchain has numerous

desirable properties, such as decentralized nature, cryptographic technology and unal-

terable transaction record, these properties make it a potential tool to build a decen-

tralized blockchain-based PKI. Nevertheless, the latest proposals for blockchain-based

PKI didn’t take thin-clients into consideration where thin-clients indicate those users

who can’t download the entire blockchain due to the limited storage capacity of their

equipment (most IoT devices fall into this category). To settle this problem, we firstly

present a Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authentication Scheme (PTAS) employing the

idea of private information retrieval (PIR), which enables thin-clients to run normally

like full node users and protect their privacy simultaneously. Furthermore, in order to

enhance security, we further propose a (m-1)-private PTAS which means thin-client’s
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information can be protected against a collusion of at most (m-1) full node users. Be-

sides, security analysis and functional comparison are performed to demonstrate high

security and comprehensive functionality of our schemes. Finally, extensive experi-

ments are conducted to compare computational overhead and communication overhead

of PTAS and (m-1)-private PTAS.

Keywords: Public Key Infrastructure, Blockchain, Internet of Things, Privacy-preserving.

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is an important part of a new generation of information

technology. It is widely used in the convergence of networks through intelligent per-

ception, recognition technology, pervasive computing, etc. Therefore, IoT is also called

the third information technology revolution after the computer and the Internet. It has

shown promising application prospects in many fields such as Internet of Vehicles [1],

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) [2–4] and so on.

However, IoT devices may suffer numerous malicious attacks. Many devices are

vulnerable to hackers and are easy to be infected to form botnets [5] because of lacking

security protection. In fact, considerable research efforts have been devoted to secu-

rity and privacy issues of IoT [6–9]. Among these, one of the biggest challenges to

IoT security is authentication. Current IoT systems rely on centralised cloud server-

s. Specifically, all devices are identified, authenticated and connected through cloud

servers. Apparently, this structure remains flawed: the single point of failure can dis-

rupt the entire network.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for IoT is an infrastructure that can secure the com-

munication between IoT devices. To be more specific, PKI distributes certificates to

devices to build a correct binding between a public key (PK) and an identity (ID). The

traditional architecture of PKI relies on a trusted third party named Certificate Author-

ities (CAs), for example the Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure [10]. Unfortu-

nately, this design has demonstrated serious usability and security shortcomings [11].

The most serious one is the single point of failure which is inevitable under the central-

ized structure. It is commonly known that traditional PKIs are organized as a tree-like
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structure and the root of this tree is a Root-CA, which means the whole structure will

be affected once a Root-CA is attacked. Several security incidents in recent years are

good examples, showing that CAs are vulnerable due to their centralized structure [12].

Much work so far has focused on solving this problem. Among them, decentral-

ized PKI without a certificate authority (CA) is a possible replacement of current PKI.

Generally speaking, the goal of decentralized PKI is to eliminate trusted third party

in the system. The Web of Trust model in Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is the first step

toward realizing a decentralized PKI which was initially designed for email users to

exchange public keys without relying on a CA. Nevertheless, it still faces many bar-

riers in usability and security such as lacking incentive and leaking privacy. Besides,

the discovery and construction of certificate chains still rely on centralized keyservers

(complete details of these disadvantages will be provided at section 7).

Blockchain has lately received great attention since it was first coined in 2008 [13].

It is a continuously growing list of records (or blocks), which are linked and secured

using cryptographic technology. Typically, each block contains a timestamp, a hash

of the previous block, version information and transaction data. It has proved promis-

ing in many application aspects such as energy Internet [14], intelligent transportation

systems [15] and IoT applications [16, 17]. In fact, its desirable properties, such as

decentralized nature and reliable transaction records, make it a suitable tool to imple-

ment a decentralized PKI. A gamut of blockchain-based PKIs have been proposed in

the literature [18–25], but none of them considered thin-clients (such as smartphone

users) in their protocols. This kind of device has limited memory resources to down-

load the entire blockchain in their devices (most IoT devices fall into this category).

In blockchain-based PKIs, how to make these devices run normally and protect their

privacy simultaneously still requires further research.

In this paper, we begin by presenting a Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authenti-

cation Scheme (PTAS) in blockchain-based PKI. In PTAS, thin-clients have the same

functions as full node users and user’s privacy will be protected by utilizing the idea

of private information retrieval (PIR). After that, in order to gain better security, we

propose a (m-1)-private PTAS which means user’s privacy can be guaranteed even any

(m-1) full node users collude together. Our contributions can be summarized in three
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aspects as follows:

• We propose a Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authentication Scheme (PTAS) in

blockchain-based PKI which enables thin-clients to run normally as full node

users. In PTAS, we leverage on the method of PIR so that the identity of the user

who is authenticating with the thin-client can be hidden in k indistinguishable

identities. To the best of our knowledge ,this is the first work aiming to address

the issues of thin-client in blockchain-based PKI.

• For the purpose of improving security, we present a (m-1)-private PTAS. In (m-

1)-private PTAS, even if (m-1) full node users colluded together, they still can’t

get any information about thin-client at all.

• We compare our scheme with latest proposals and find our scheme is the richest

in functionalities. Experiments demonstrate that (m-1)-private PTAS sacrifice

little efficiency in exchange for safety improvement. Aside from that, exten-

sive experiments confirm that computational overhead of both schemes is in a

reasonable range which will not be a burden to smartphone users.

Differ from the preliminary conference version [26], which proposed a privacy-

preserving thin-client scheme (PTS) and an efficient privacy-preserving thin-client scheme

(EPTS). EPTS can improve efficiency impressively, but user’s information may be de-

duced if several nodes colluded together. In order to gain more security, we presented

a (m-1)-private privacy-preserving thin-client authentication scheme ((m-1)-private P-

TAS) in this paper. In (m-1)-private PTAS, even if (m-1) full node users colluded

together, they still can’t get any information about thin-client at all.

In addition, a more comprehensive and detailed performance evaluation is present-

ed in this paper. More concretely, in the conference version, our analysis of compu-

tational overhead is limited to the case of m = 4, 8, 16. In this paper, we analyzed

computational overhead of our schemes when m = 2d and reached a conclusion that

the total computational overhead of thin-client in PTAS and (m-1)-private PTAS are in

an acceptable range that it will not be a burden to a mobile phone user. Besides, we al-

so compared communication overhead of our schemes when the values of k and m are
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large. On the basis of these analyses, the conclusion can be obtained that (m-1)-private

PTAS can provide higher security but its efficiency is a little inferior to PTAS.

Furthermore, we also revised the conference version to enhance the presentation

and readability. More precisely, in background part, we introduced the traditional struc-

ture of public key infrastructures (PKI) and analyzed shortcomings of this structure, we

also added an introduction to blockchain, mainly describing its four properties: decen-

tralization, non-modifiability, unforgeability and anonymity. After that, we amended

the blockchain-based PKI part to make it more detailed and more readable. Compared

with the conference version, we added more literature in related work part. Then we

divided all literature into two categories: decentralized PKI and blockchain-based PKI.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the background

of blockchain-based PKI. Then we describe the details of PTAS and (m-1)-private

PTAS in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 and Section 6 analyse the

security and evaluation of our schemes. Related work will be discussed in Section 7.

Finally, Section 8 concludes our paper.

2. Background: preliminaries

2.1. Public Key Infrastructure

With the rapid growth and popularization of the Internet, more and more people are

communicating through the Internet. Public key infrastructure (PKI) is an importan-

t infrastructure that can secure the communication between these participants. More

concretely, PKI is built based on asymmetric cryptography, whose function is to build

a link between a public key and its owner. Actually, the essential function of PKI is to

confirm that a person really owns the public key (and the corresponding private key).

In PKI, a certificate authority (CA) issues a digital certificate, which binds the user’s

identity information and his public key. In the communication process, the certificate

relying party obtains the certificate chain of the communication partner and then uses

the root-CA certificate stored in the configuration to verify each certificate in the cer-

tificate chain one by one. Finally, he can obtain the public key of the communication
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partner credibly, which is used for various security functions such as confidentiality,

data integrity, identity authentication, non-denial, etc.

However, in traditional PKI system, as illustrated in Fig. 1, it requires a trusted third

party to act as a certification authority (CA) to issue a digital certificate to confirm the

true identity of the public key owner. All CAs are organized into a tree-like structure

and the root of this tree is a Root-CA, which means every CA in this system will be

affected once a Root-CA is attacked.

 

Root 

CA

CA 1 CA 2

CA 3 CA 4 CA 5

… … … … … … … … 

Figure 1: Tree hierarchy of PKI

The hacking of DigiNotar’s systems (a Dutch CA) in 2011 [12] provides an exam-

ple of it. In addition, certification authority is placed in a privileged place to supervise

user’s communication, which means all the user’s information is controlled by CA and

users have no privacy at all.

2.2. Blockchain

The blockchain was originally introduced by Nakamoto as the technology under-

lying cryptocurrency Bitcoin [13] in 2008. Blockchain is a decentralized distributed

database. The data is stored in blocks and blocks are arranged in a chronological order.

Specifically, each block contains several transaction records, a timestamp, a hash of the
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previous block and version information. The blocks are generated using cryptograph-

ic methods which ensure the data in the block can’t be altered or forged. In general,

blockchain’s properties can be summarized in the following four aspects.

• Decentralization: Due to the use of distributed storage, there is no central node or

centralized management organization in the system. The rights and obligations

of any node are equal and blocks in the system are maintained by all nodes in the

entire system. The decentralized structure provides better fault tolerance. Once

a centralized system has problems in the center, all the other nodes will collapse

easily. On the contrary, this problem would never have arisen in decentralized

systems because they rely on all nodes.

• Non-modifiability: Each transaction stored in the blockchain has a correspond-

ing hash and a binary Merkle tree is generated from this hash. The hash value of

the Merkle tree is stored in the block header together with a timestamp and the

identifier of the previous block. Therefore, if an attacker wants to tamper with a

record in the blockchain, he needs not only to modify the hash of the block, but

also to modify the hash of all subsequent blocks which are nearly impossible to

achieve.

• Unforgeability: The transaction data stored in the blockchain contain not only

the hash value, but also the signature of both parties which is unforgeable.

• Anonymity: The anonymity in the blockchain is actually pseudo-anonymity. In

the blockchain system, the user performs a series of hash operations on the public

key and obtains a fixed-length hash value as the corresponding account in order

to cut off the connection between the real identity. In fact, with the use of this

account, account’s trading behavior can be tracked through the transaction data,

such as which accounts are trading with this account, the amount of transaction,

and even can be linked to the actual identity in reality.

2.3. Blockchain-Based PKI

In this section, we adapt the model of CertCoin[18] to provide the sketch of blockchain-

based PKI. The core idea of CertCoin is to maintain a public ledger of users’ identities
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and their associated public keys. The system comprises six main functionalities: regis-

tering an identity with a corresponding public key, updating the public key, searching

a public key corresponding to a given identity, revoking the public key corresponding

to an identity, recovering the public key corresponding to an identity and mining.

2.3.1. Notations

• σ = sig(SK, µ): a digital signature σ on the message µ using the secret key (SK).

• b = ver(PK, σ, µ): a verification that evaluates to 0 or 1. b=1 if σ is a valid sig-

nature on µ under the secret key corresponding to the public key PK, otherwise

b=0.

2.3.2. Registering

(1) Identity owner generates an online public and secret key pair (PKn, SKn) and an

offline public and secret key pair (PKf , SKf ). The key pairs must be generated

locally (e.g.,via open source client software on user’s device) and private key must

never be stored or transmitted in an insecure manner.

(2) The identity owner posts (ID, online, register, values= (PKn, σn)) and (ID, offline,

register, values= (PKf , σf )) (which will be saved as a transaction in blockchain) to

the blockchain where:

• ID is an identity

• PKn is the online public key

• PKf is the offline public key

• σn = sig(SKn, ID) and σf = sig(SKf , ID) are two digital signatures which

manifest that the identity owner has the control of SKn and SKf .

(3) After getting this information, the block miner preforms the following verification-

s:

• Traverse through the whole blockchain to check that ID and PK have never

been registered before.

• Use the online public key PKn to check whether ver(PKn, σn, ID) = 1.
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• Use the offline public key PKf to check whether ver(PKf , σf , ID) = 1.

(4) If any of these verifications fails, the block miner will not put this information into

the blockchain. Otherwise, he or she accepts it and includes it in the blockchain.

Each recipient of the mined block performs the same verifications as the block

miner. If any of these verifications fail, the recipient discards the received block.

2.3.3. Updating

(1) The user posts (ID, update, type of key, values=(PKold, PKnew, σ1, σ2)) (which

will be saved as a transaction in blockchain) onto the blockchain where:

• ID is an identity.

• PKold is the old public key.

• PKnew is the new public key which is to replace PKold

• σ1 = sig(SKold, (ID, PKnew)) is a digital signature of the identity together

with the new public key, signed by the old secret key. This proves that the

identity owner knows the secret key SKold corresponding to the old public

key PKold, and that PKnew is the intended new public key for ID.

• σ2 = sig(SKnew, ID) is a digital signature of the identity signed by the new

secret key. This proves that the identity owner knows the secret key SKnew

corresponding to the new public key PKnew.

(2) The block miner also preforms the following verifications:

• Verify that PKold corresponds to ID (by 2.3.5 searching a public key corre-

sponding to a given identity)

• Use the old public key PKold to check whether ver(PKold, σ1, (ID, PKnew))

= 1.

• Use the new public key PKnew to check whether ver(PKnew, σ2, ID) = 1.

(3) is the same as step 4) in 2.3.2.
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2.3.4. Key Recovery and Revocation

As for key recovery, user’s secret key is secretly shared (e.g. using the Shamir

secret sharing paradigm[27]) among at least three trusted “friends” and the secret key

can be reconstructed with at least two “friends”. For ensuring safety, these “friends”

should be unaware of each other.

Key revocation is generally handled through Certificate Revocation List (CRL) in

traditional centralized PKI [28]. It has a list of certificates that have been revoked.

It is well known that maintaining a CRL can be very costly. However, revocation in

blockchain-based PKI can be very simple as follows.

(1) An owner of an identity ID can revoke his public key simply by posting (ID, re-

voke, type of key, PKn, PKf , σn, σf ) onto the blockchain (it will be saved as

a transaction in blockchain), where σn is signature on (ID, revoke, type of key)

under the online secret key SKn and σf is signature on (ID, revoke, type of key)

under the offline secret key SKf .

(2) The block miner checks whether ver(PKn, σn, (ID, revoke, type of key)) = 1 and

ver(PKf , σf , (ID, revoke, type of key)) = 1.

(3) is the same as step 4) in 2.3.2.

2.3.5. Searching a Public Key Corresponding to a Given Identity

It is important to highlight that the user needn’t to traverse the entire blockchain to

look up for a public key, all he needs to do is to simply find the most recent transaction

posted by the given identity. Then, by retrieving the content of this transaction, he or

she will obtain the public key corresponding to the given identity or get a conclusion

that the given identity has been revoked.

2.3.6. Mining

As the following Fig. 2 shows, registrations, updates and revocations are handled

simply by posting the appropriate information to the blockchain and all this information

is stored in the block just like transactions in bitcoin.
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Figure 2: The structure of block in blockchain-based PKI

It must be mentioned that third-parties, who are called miners, still exist in blockchain-

based PKI. However, their role is limited to ensuring security and integrity of the

blockchain. Each miner in the system will be able to check the correctness of the

posted information by using the public key contained in the posted information to ver-

ify the digital signature. After that, miners will try to solve the PoW (Proof Of Work)

problem to get the chance to put this transaction in the block. The first miner to solve

the PoW problem will broadcast the result to the entire network. All other miners will

be easily able to check the correctness of the result and move onto solving the nex-

t PoW problem. A transaction fee will be paid for the first miner to solve the PoW

problem, much like in Bitcoin, as an incentive to block miners.

3. PTAS:Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authentication Scheme

According to section 2, users in blockchain-based PKI must download the entire

blockchain into their devices in order to perform a series of operations. However, peo-

ple using portable devices (such as smartphones) can’t download the entire blockchain

in their devices due to their limited storage space. Taking this kind of user into con-
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sideration, as for key registration and key update, they can just post the corresponding

information to the blockchain and wait for the miner’s confirmation. However, they

can’t perform searching a public key corresponding to a given identity without the help

from full node users.

As we all know, increasingly importance has been attached to user’s privacy. Many

privacy-preserving technologies are applied in various fields, such as urban traffic sys-

tems [29], wireless sensor networks [30, 31], crowd sensing systems [32], machine

learning [33], smart grid [34, 35] and cloud server [36–49]. In our system, thin-clients’

privacy should also be protected. Specifically, thin-clients want to seek help from full

node users but doesn’t want full node users to be aware of it. We hence propose a

Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authentication Scheme (PTAS) employing the method

of private information retrieval [50] (PIR) in this section.

PIR was first proposed by Chor B et al. in 1995 [50]. It is utilized to protect the

user’s search privacy when retrieving data from the server, meaning that any other user,

including the database server itself, can not track the user’s search content. Considering

such a scenario, a user wants to make a query to a database, but he does not want the

database to know the information he is querying. For instance, an investor that queries

the stock-market database for the value of a certain stock may wish to keep private the

identity of the stock he is interested in.

The most common solution to this problem is that the user downloads all the infor-

mation from the database and then conducts the query locally, but the communication

complexity is very large. If each user goes to download all database data, it is obviously

practically unacceptable.

Nowadays, with the rapid development of distributed databases, the same data is

usually replicated at several databases, which raises hope to get around the difficulty of

achieving privacy in the single database scenario. It may be possible to make queries

to several servers and gets the desired information from the responses obtained, while

each server (by observing only the query sent to him) gets no information about user’s

desired item. Specifically, PIR schemes allow a user to retrieve the ith bit of a k-bit

database while keeping the value of i private. Fig. 3 describes a standard model of PIR.
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client 

i  

Data providers 

D={D1,D2,…,Dn} 

Query Q(i) 

Response D(i) 

Providers can’t distinguish 

between Q(i) and Q(j) 

Figure 3: Private information retrieval model

In our system, m full node users are like m servers in PIR. k public keys are like

k-bit database in PIR. Our goal is to retrieve the ith public key while keeping the value

of i private.

3.1. Threat model

The objective of our PTAS is to protect the privacy of thin-client. The full node

users in our system are defined as honest-but-curious. Specifically, the full node users

will strictly follow the process of PTAS, after the execution of the protocol, there is

no information disclosure except the execution result of the protocol. However, they

may record all the information collected during the execution of the protocol and try

to infer the thin-client’s private data independently. It is worth mentioning that in our

(m-1)-private PTAS (which will be proposed in section 4), we allow the full node users

to collude with any set of less than (m-1) users to infer thin-client’s privacy. In (m-1)-

private PTAS, they can’t get any information about thin-client at all even if (m-1) users

collude together.

3.2. Notations and assumption

• C1, C2, ..., Cm represent m = 2d full node users.

• α(i) represents ith component of the vector α.
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• For a vector α and a number i, let

α ⊕ i ,





α(i) = 1, if α(i) = 0

α(i) = 0, if α(i) = 1

• Bob seeks m full node users for help where m is 2d.

• These m nodes don’t collude together.

• The length of the public key for all users is the same.

3.3. The process of PTAS

The detail of the process of authentication between Alice and Bob in PTAS is de-

picted as in Fig. 4.

Bob

4.calculate 

PKA=x1 x2 xm

6 . {NA}PKA

1 .  {IDA, PKA}  

4 . {IDB, NB}PKA

...
...5. {NB, NA, IDA}PKB

Alice

C1

Cm

Figure 4: Authentication in PTAS

(1) Alice−→Bob: Alice sends her identity and public key (IDA, PKA) to Bob then

waits for Bob’s authentication.
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(2) Bob−→C1, C2, ..., Cm (m full nodes): Firstly, Bob randomly selects k-1 IDs

(such as IDG, IDH , IDI ...) and puts IDA along with IDG, IDH , IDI ... to a d-

dimensional cube [l]d (we assume, without loss of generality that k = ld). The

arrangement is random and the position of each ID in the d-dimensional cube can

be described as a d-tuple (j1, j2, ..., jd), assume that the desired IDA is associated

with a d-tuple (i1, i2, ..., id). Secondly, Bob uniformly generates d random vectors

α0
1, α0

2, ..., α0
d ∈ {0, 1}l (the length of each vector is d and each component of

the d vectors is set to 1 or 0 with the same probability). After that, Bob calculates

α1
1=α0

1⊕i1, α1
2=α0

2⊕i2, ..., α1
d=α0

d⊕id and gets another d vectors. These 2d vectors

are paired in a natural way, namely, (α0
1, α1

1), (α0
2, α1

2), ..., (α0
d, α1

d). Finally, Bob

sends d vectors and the d-dimensional cube [l]d to each full node. Specifically, for

Cβ where β = σ1σ2...σd ∈ {0, 1}d, Bob sends ασ1
1 , ασ2

2 , ..., ασd

d and the cube.

(3) C1, C2, ..., Cm−→Bob: Upon receiving ασ1
1 , ασ2

2 , ..., ασd

d , Cβ finds the ID rep-

resented by (j1, j2, ..., jd) where ασ1
1 (j1) = 1, ασ2

2 (j2) = 1, ..., ασd

d (jd) = 1,

retrieves the public keys corresponding to these IDs. Then performs exclusive-or

of the bits on these PKs and the result is denoted as xβ and sent to Bob.

(4) Bob performs exclusive-or of the bits on x1, x2, ..., xm and the final result is PKA.

He then sends Alice a message contained his identity IDB and a nonce NB which

is encrypted with Alice’s public key PKA.

(5) Alice−→Bob: Alice uses her secret key SKA to decrypt the received message to

get IDB and NB . If Alice is a full node user, she will traverse her own blockchain

to find the corresponding PKB to IDB . If she is a thin-client, she will do the same

thing as Bob to seek m random full node users for help. After finding PKB , Alice

sends Bob a message contained NA, NB and IDA which is encrypted by Bob’s

public key PKB .

(6) Bob−→Alice: Bob uses his secret key SKB to decrypt the received message to get

NA and checks if NB is in this message. If so, Bob believes that Alice is, indeed,

the owner of IDA, and Bob will send Alice a message contained NA encrypted by

Alice’s public key PKA. If not, Bob will end the authentication.

(7) Alice uses her secret key SKA to decrypt the received message and checks if NA

is in this message. If so, Alice believes that Bob is the owner of IDB , the two sides
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authenticated successfully. If not, she will end the authentication.

3.4. Correctness of PTAS

The correctness of the above scheme can be proved as follows. Considering the

contribution of full node users (x1, ..., xm). xβ depends on the number of d vectors

that contain the position (j1, ..., jd). It is not hard to see that (i1, ..., id) is the only one

position that is contained in an odd number of x1, ..., xm. This is because, for every

q ∈ [d], the value iq appears in exactly one of the vectors α0
q , α1

q . Each of the other

positions (j1, ..., jd) which are not equal to (i1, ..., id), appears in an even number of

x1, ..., xm. Therefore, in the final sum computed by Bob, the contribution of these

positions is cancelled and the only value that remains is that of position (i1, ..., id)

which refers to PKA.

Apparently, not only each of the vectors α0
1, α0

2, ..., α0
d is a random vector of [l]

but also each of the vectors α1
1, α1

2, ..., α1
d (since each α1

q is obtained by flipping the

membership of one element in the random vector α0
q). Thus, from the point of view of

each full node user, it receives d random and independent vectors.

As a further consideration, assume that there are two identical queries in Bob’s

multiple queries or there are two users Bob and Calor conducting the same query.

Since each query’s d-dimensional cube is random and the position of IDA in each

d-dimensional cube is different, full node users can’t know that they have executed

the same query. In summary, the thin-client user’s query information has not been

disclosed.

3.5. An example of the process of PTAS

For ease of understanding, an example is given in case of k = 9 and m = 4 (d = 2).

The nine IDs are IDA, IDB ... and IDI . And they are put into a 3×3 grid, which is

shown in Fig. 5.
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IDB IDA IDF 

IDI IDC IDE 

IDH IDD IDG 

Figure 5: The 3 × 3 grid

Firstly, Bob generates two random vectors α0
1, α0

2 where α0
1=(0,0,1) and α0

2=(1,0,0).

The position of IDA is (1, 2), so Bob calculates α1
1 = α0

1 ⊕ 1 =(1,0,1), α1
2 = α0

2 ⊕
2 =(1,1,0). Then Bob sends two vectors and the 3×3 grid to each full node, where α0

1

and α0
2 are sent to C00, α0

1 and α1
2 are sent to C01, α1

1 and α0
2 are sent to C10, α1

1 and

α1
2 are sent to C11.

Secondly, C00 finds that α0
1(3) = 1 and α0

2(1) = 1, so he retrieves public key

corresponding to IDH (3, 1). Then, he performs exclusive-or of the bits on these PKs

and the result (called x00=PKH ) is sent to Bob; C01 finds that α0
1(3) = 1, α1

2(1) =

1 and α1
2(2) = 1, so he retrieves public keys corresponding to IDH (3, 1), IDD(3,

2). Then, he performs exclusive-or of the bits on these PKs and the result (called

x01=PKH⊕PKD) is sent to Bob; C10 finds that α1
1(1) = 1, α1

1(3) = 1 and α0
2(1) = 1,

so he retrieves public keys corresponding to IDB(1, 1), IDH (3, 1). Then, he performs

exclusive-or of the bits on these PKs and the result (called x10=PKH⊕PKB) is sent

to Bob; C11 finds that α1
1(1) = 1, α1

1(3) = 1, α1
2(1) = 1 and α1

2(2) = 1, so he

retrieves public keys corresponding to IDB(1, 1), IDA(1, 2), IDH (3, 1) and IDD(3,

2). Then, he performs exclusive-or of the bits on these PKs and the result (called

x11=PKB⊕PKA⊕PKH⊕PKD) is sent to Bob.

Finally, Bob calculates x00⊕x01⊕x10⊕x11 to obtain PKA. Clearly, by doing so,

none of the full node user can infer any information regarding which public key is

desired by Bob throughout the process.
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4. (m-1)-private PTAS

It should be pointed out that the m nodes in PTAS should not collude together.

User’s information may be deduced if several nodes colluded together. For example,

if C00 and C01 in section 3.5 collude together, according to the vectors they receive

(α0
2=(1,0,0) and α1

2=(1,1,0)), they can infer that Bob’s desired PK is in the second

column of the cube.

In order to gain more security, in this section, we propose a (m-1)-private PTAS

which means even (m-1) full node users collude together, they still can not determine

thin-client’s desired information through what they receive. It is worthwhile mention-

ing that the restriction that the number of full node users must be a power of 2 no longer

exists in (m-1)-private PTAS.

4.1. The process of (m-1)-private PTAS

The graphical representation of the process of (m-1)-private PTAS is shown in

Fig. 6.

Bob

4.calculate 

PKA=x1 x2 xm

6 . {NA}PKA

1 .  {IDA, PKA}  

4 . {IDB, NB}PKA

...
...5. {NB, NA, IDA}PKB

C1

Cm

Alice

Figure 6: Authentication in (m-1)-private PTAS
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(1) Alice−→Bob: Alice sends her identity and public key (IDA, PKA) to Bob then

waits for Bob’s authentication.

(2) Bob−→C1, C2, ..., Cm (m full nodes): Firstly, Bob randomly selects k-1 IDs (such

as IDG, IDH , IDI ...) and puts IDA along with IDG, IDH , IDI ... to a list. The

arrangement is random and the position of each ID in the list can be described as

a unique number, assume that the desired IDA is the ith ID in the list. Secondly,

Bob generates a basis vector ei and uniformly generates m-1 random vectors v1,

v2, ..., v(m−1) ∈ {0, 1}k (the length of each vector is k and each component of the

m-1 vectors is set to 1 or 0 with the same probability). After that, Bob calculates

vm=ei⊕(v1⊕...⊕v(m−1)) which will also be a uniformly random vector. Finally,

for every full node user Cβ (β=1, 2 ... m), Bob sends vβ and the list.

(3) C1, C2, ..., Cm−→Bob: Upon receiving vβ , Cβ retrieves the public keys corre-

sponding to jth ID where jth bit of vβ is 1. Then performs exclusive-or of the bits

on these PKs and the result is denoted as xβ and sent to Bob.

(4) Bob performs exclusive-or of the bits on x1, x2, ..., xm and the final result is PKA.

He then sends Alice a message contained his identity IDB and a nonce NB which

is encrypted with Alice’s public key PKA.

(5) (6) (7) steps are the same as PTAS.

4.2. Correctness of (m-1)-private PTAS

The correctness of (m-1)-private PTAS can be proved similarly. We assume here

the average ID length is y-bit, the list can be described as a k × y matrix which do-

nated as D. Cβ performs vβ ·D to find which public key he should retrieve and because

(v1⊕...⊕vm)·D=ei·D, the result of exclusive-or of all retrieved public keys is PKA (as

IDA is the ith ID in the list).

It is important to highlight that this scheme is (m-1)-private because the m vectors

are random and independent. Even if m-1 full nodes collude together, they can not

obtain the information about the position of the user’s desired ID at all.

4.3. An example of the process of (m-1)-private PTAS

To understand the process of (m-1)-private PTAS easily, an example is given in

case of k = 5 and m = 5. The nine IDs are IDA, IDB ... and IDE which are put into a
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list, which is shown in the following Fig. 7

IDB IDC IDA IDE IDD 

Figure 7: The list

Firstly, Bob generates a basis vector e3=(0,0,1,0,0) and uniformly generates 4 ran-

dom vectors v1=(0,0,1,1,0), v2=(1,1,1,1,0), v3=(0,0,0,0,1), v4=(1,0,1,0,1). After that,

Bob calculates v5=e3⊕(v1⊕...⊕v4)=(0,1,0,0,0). Finally, for every full node user Cβ

(β=1, 2 ... 5), Bob sends vβ and the list.

Secondly, upon receiving v1=(0,0,1,1,0), C1 retrieves PKA and PKE . Then he per-

forms PKA⊕PKE and the result (called x1) is sent to Bob; Upon receiving v2=(1,1,1,1,0),

C1 retrieves PKB , PKC , PKA and PKE . Then he performs PKB⊕PKC⊕PKA⊕PKE

and the result (called x2) is sent to Bob; Upon receiving v3=(0,0,0,0,1), C3 retrieves

PKD and sends the result (called x3) to Bob; Upon receiving v4=(1,0,1,0,1), C4 re-

trieves PKB , PKA and PKD. Then he performs PKB⊕PKA⊕PKD and the result

(called x3) is sent to Bob; Upon receiving v5=(0,1,0,0,0), C5 retrieves PKC and sends

the result (called x5) to Bob;

Finally, Bob calculates x1⊕x2⊕x3⊕x4⊕x5 to obtain PKA.

5. Security Analysis:

5.1. The 51% attack

In terms of the security of the blockchain itself, it has numerous safety concerns

[51] [52]. For instance, eclipse attack [53], sybil attack [54] and 51% attack. 51%

attack is the most serious one among the various attacks, which may occur when a s-

ingle miner node has exceptionally more computational resources than the rest of the

network nodes, it will manipulate the entire network. More concretely, it can arbi-

trarily modify the blockchain information, such as inserting fraudulent transactions to

blockchain, tampering with the content of transactions and hampering normal mining

operations of other miners.
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Although no 51% attacks have occurred in the bitcoin network since the first block

was created and added to the blockchain, the risk does exist, especially in blockchains

with a small number of nodes.

5.2. Dishonest node

Dishonest node means a malicious node attempts to cheat thin-client. It is important

to point out that in our schemes, if there is a dishonest node in m full node users who

returns incorrect data, because he doesn’t know the contents of the data returned by

other full nodes, he can’t control the final calculation result of exclusive-or to deceive

Bob. He can only make the final calculation result incorrect (become meaningless

data). Bob will be deceived only if m full nodes are all dishonest and they collude with

each other.

Suppose the dishonest nodes in the entire network account for c% and the selection

of full node is completely random, then we can conclude that the probability of being

cheated by collusion of the dishonest nodes is (c%)m. Assume there are 30%,20%,10%

dishonest nodes in the entire network and they work together to cheat Bob, as the

following TABLE 1 shows, Bob is less likely to be deceived as the value of m increases.

Table 1: Probability of being cheated

The proportion

of dishonest nodes

Value of m

1 2 3 4 5

30% dishonest nodes 30% 9% 2.7% 0.81% 0.243%

20% dishonest nodes 20% 4% 0.8% 0.16% 0.032%

10% dishonest nodes 10% 1% 0.1% 0.01% 0.001%

In reality, owning such a large number of dishonest nodes is a costly task that

requires a sufficient amount of resources. Additionally, a transaction fee for honest

node will be helpful to incentive users to obey the rules. So it’s nearly impossible for

dishonest nodes to deceive Bob.
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6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare our scheme’s functionality with latest proposed schemes

IPK[23], Authcoin[21], Certcoin[18] and Cecoin[22]. Then we analyze computational

overhead and communication overhead of our schemes.

6.1. Functionality

Table 2: Comparison of functionality

IPK Authcoin Certcoin Cecoin Our scheme

Registration X X X X X

Revoking × × X X X

Updating × × X X X

Validation X X X X X

Thin-client × × × × X

As shown in TABLE 2, all of the above schemes have the two functions of registra-

tion and validation, only Certcoin [18], Cecoin [22] and our scheme have the function

of revoking and updating. Besides, among these schemes, only our scheme has the

function of thin-client.

6.2. Computational overhead

• Computational overhead of thin-client: In fact, computational overhead of thin-

client can be measured by operations conduct by thin-client, which are shown in

the following TABLE 3 and TABLE 4.
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Table 3: Operations conduct by PTAS

Operation

Scheme PTAS

(m = 4)

PTAS

(m = 8)

PTAS

(m = 2d)

Generating a random number 1 1 1

Encryption 1 1 1

Decryption 1 1 1

Generating a random vector 2 3 d

Exclusive-or operation 5 10 d + 2d − 1

Table 4: Operations conduct by (m-1)-private PTAS

Operation

Scheme (m-1)-private PTAS

(m = 4)

(m-1)-private PTAS

(m = 2d)

Generating a random number 1 1

Encryption 1 1

Decryption 1 1

Generating a random vector 3 2d − 1

Exclusive-or operation 8 2 × 2d − 2

For the above operations, we use JAVA to program and test the average time

of these operations on mobile phone (in the case of k=64). The specific phone

hardware parameters are as follow, CPU: MSM8996, 2.15Ghz, GPU: Adreno

530, 624MHz, Memory : 3GB RAM. Each operation is performed 10000 times

and the average time of each operation is obtained and shown in TABLE 5.
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Table 5: Average time of the operations

Operation Average time of the operation (ms)

Generating a random number 0.00031

Encryption 0.2245

Decryption 1.2547

Generating a random vector 0.00223

Exclusive-or operation 0.00005

The following Fig 8 shows the computational overhead of thin-client in both

schemes.
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Figure 8: Computational overhead of the two schemes

From the results we have obtained, we can reach a conclusion that the total com-

putational overhead of thin-client in PTAS and (m-1)-private PTAS is very close

and the cost is in an acceptable range that it will not be a burden to a mobile

phone user.
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• Computational overhead of full node users: In fact, computational overhead of

full node users can be measured the number of searches conduct by full node

users. In PTAS, every full node user needs to retrieve k/m IDs’ public keys on

average, so the total number of searches is k which is irrelevant to the value

of m. In (m-1)-private PTAS, every full node user needs to retrieve k/2 IDs’

public keys on average, so the total number of searches is mk/2. Fig. 9 shows the

number of searches required for the schemes with the increase of k.
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6.3. Communication overhead

The communication overhead between Bob and Alice in the two schemes are neg-

ligibly small. So we only analyze the communication overhead between the thin-client

Bob and the full node users. We assume here the average ID length is y=64-bit, the

length of public key is t=1024-bit.

• In the case of m = 4: In PTAS, the average communication overhead is (8⌈
√

k⌉+

4yk) bit plus 4t bit on average. In (m-1)-private PTAS, the average communica-

tion overhead is (4k + 4yk) bit plus 4t bit.
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• In the case of m = 2d: In PTAS, the average communication overhead is (2dd⌈ d
√

k⌉+
2dyk) bit plus 2dt bit on average. In (m-1)-private PTAS, the average communi-

cation overhead is (2dk + 2dyk) bit plus 2dt bit.

In order to further compare communication overhead of the two schemes when m

and k are large. TABLE 6 is developed and significant recommendations are made as

follow.

Table 6: Communication overhead of the two schemes

Parameters Communication overhead

m k PTAS (m-1)-private PTAS

32 20 74019 74368

32 40 115022 115968

32 60 156011 157568

32 80 196992 199168

32 100 237970 240768

32 120 278945 282368

64 20 148089 148736

64 40 230086 231936

64 60 312056 315136

64 80 394013 398336

64 100 475963 481536

64 120 557909 564736

128 20 296543 297472

128 40 460626 463872

128 60 624624 630272

128 80 788584 796672

128 100 952523 963072

128 120 1116446 1129472

On the basis of these results, it can be concluded that even if the values of k and m

are large, communication overhead in (m-1)-private PTAS is almost the same as that in
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PTAS. However, computational overhead of full node users and communication over-

head in PTAS is a little smaller than that in (m-1)-private PTAS. The conclusion can

be reached that compared with PTAS, (m-1)-private PTAS can provide higher security

but its efficiency is a little inferior to the former.

7. Related Work

7.1. Decentralized PKI

Research about decentralized PKI began with Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [55],

which was initially designed for email users to exchange public keys without rely-

ing on a CA. More precisely, there is no central authority in the PGP trust model [56],

each user is an authority itself and ensures many bindings between other users and their

public keys. Users publish their self-signed certificates and use their own keys to sign

other users’ (ID, PK) pairs to confirm that they trust these (ID, PK) pairs. In PGP, this

trust is recorded as a form of certificate, for example: CertA(B, PKB). Specifically, this

certificate is signed by A’s secret key SKA and means that “A trusts B is binding with

PKB and A trusts B to issue certificates.” In fact, if A wants to communicate with C,

but he doesn’t has a certificate issued by someone directly trusted by C. Then, A can

search for a certificate chain from himself to C. If he can construct such a certificate

chain, A will surely trust the binding between C and PKC .

Nevertheless, there are some problematic disadvantages can’t be overlooked in us-

ability and security of PGP. Firstly, PGP does not define the method to construct the

certificate chain. In practice, the approach is to implement a central keyserver that can

store certificates to construct a certificate chain from A to C. Apparently, the method

of keyservers, just like CAs in centralized PKI, still remains single point of failure.

Besides, the correctness of the certificate information can not be guaranteed because

of lacking incentive, some users may forge certificates for benefit. For instance, ma-

licious users can generate a large number of nodes and connect them in such a way,

which makes the network look like a group of trustful users. Finally, PGP struggles

to preserve user’s privacy, but certificate chains are easy to expose the privacy of the
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user’s personal social network. Malicious users can know who you trust (most likely

your friends or relatives) through your certificate chain.

KeyChains [57] is a peer-to-peer PKI system built on top of PGP model, in PGP

model, the discovery and construction of certificate chains relies on centralized key-

servers. However, KeyChains’ unique query mechanism allows it to complete the task

of generating and retrieving certificate chains in decentralized networks.

[58] and [59] presented an approach for a completely decentralized PKI which can

serve as the basis for higher-level security service. In contrast to PGP model, they used

a statistical method to provide an analytical model with provable guarantees. As for

applications, they provided a layered model for P2P E-commerce, demonstrating the

dependencies of various security related issues that can be built on top of a decentral-

ized PKI.

Certificate Transparency (CT) project [60] was proposed by Google, whose goal is

to provide an auditing and monitoring system that allows any user to identify whether

a certificate was issued incorrectly or used maliciously through auditing the certificate

logs, thereby enhancing the security of the system. In previous systems, fraudulen-

t certificates could be overlooked for weeks or months, causing serious damage until

discovered. In contrast, Certificate Transparency (CT) project can quickly and effec-

tively identify the certificates that are issued in error. Early detection of suspicious

certificates will be helpful for digital certificate authorities to react quickly and with-

draw certificates.

7.2. Blockchain-based PKI

A considerable amount of research has been carried out on designing a blockchain-

based PKI recently [18–25], Muneeb Ali et al. proposed Blockstack [20], which uses

a global system-wide Namecoin blockchain to ensure the high-integrity of data and

adapts Bitcoin proof-of-work consensus mechanism to agree on the latest state of the

system. Such approach is feasible as demonstrated by widespread adoption of Bitcoin

and Bitcoin-like cryptocurrencies. They also presented various challenges to network

reliability and security that they needed to overcome while registering and updating

over 33,000 entries and 200,000 transactions on the Namecoin blockchain. Authcoin
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[21] was proposed by Benjamin Leading et al. to implement a decentralized PKI, it

uses a flexible challengeCresponse method to validate and authenticate when public

keys are issued. Besides, they analyzed potential threats (such as sybil attacks) to Au-

thcoin and found methods to mitigate them. CertCoin [18] was introduced by Conner

Fromknecht et al. to implement a decentralized authentication scheme. Specifically,

it is a public and decentralized authentication scheme which implements the idea of

maintaining a public ledger of domains and their associated public keys to ensure iden-

tity retention. They proposed the use of cryptographic accumulators [61] to facilitate

fast public key verification and applied the Kademlia DHT [62] for fast key lookup. Bo

Qin et al. proposed Cecoin [22], which allows an identity to bind multiple public keys.

Matsumoto et al.’s model Instant Karma PKI (IKP) [23] aims at achieving an improved

PKI, which draws attention to using a blockchain-based mechanism to automatical-

ly respond to CA’s misbehavior and gives incentives to those who once helped detect

CA’s misbehavior. Kumar et al. built a blockchain-based in VANET [19]. In these

blockchain-based PKI systems, they didn’t consider the issue of thin-clients (such as

smartphone users), this type of users’ storage space is so limited that they can’t store

the entire blockchain in their devices, their computing power is so weak that they can’t

afford complex operations. How to make such users run normally still requires further

research.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated security issues in IoT systems and suggest using

PKI to assist the authentication of IoT devices. Then, we summarize the drawbacks of

centralized PKI, PGP and latest proposed blockchain-based PKIs. To combat that, we

creatively present a Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authentication Scheme (PTAS) us-

ing the method of PIR in blockchain-based PKI. For the purpose of improving security,

we further propose a (m-1)-private PTAS which means user’s privacy can be guaran-

teed when any (m-1) full node users collude together. Besides, security analysis and

functional comparison are performed to demonstrate high security and rich function-

alities of our schemes compared with existing schemes. Experiments are conducted to
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deliver that (m-1)-private PTAS sacrifices little efficiency in exchange for safety im-

provement. Finally, extensive experiments demonstrate that computational overhead of

thin-client in the two schemes is in an acceptable range that will not be a burden to a

smartphone user.
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Highlights: 

 For the first time, we propose a Privacy-preserving Thin-client Authentication 
Scheme (PTAS) in blockchain-based PKI. 

 We present a (m-1)-private PTAS, in which even if (m-1) dishonest nodes 
colluded together, they still can’t get any information about thin-client at all. 

 Our schemes is equipped with high security, comprehensive functionality and 
desirable performance. 


